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EFFECT OF COATING LAYER FOR SPHERES
UNDER HERTZIAN CONTACT

S.H. Kim·

<Received May 27, 1991)

A model is constructed to analyze the effects of layer hardness and thickness upon contact stresses for the coated elastic sphere
under normal loading. It is assumed that the layer is perfectly bonded to the elastic substrate and the radius of contact is very small
compared to the radius of indenter. By following a linear theory of elasticity, Fredholm integral equation is developed and it is
solved numerically. The resulting contact stresses are calculated at the layer surface as well as the layer-substrate interface. Also,
the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, jJ; are calculated for various layer substrate combinations and for several
layer thickness.
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NOMENCLATURE----------

a : Radius of contact
R : Radius of sphere
H : Layer thickness
h : The second invariant of the deviatoric stress ten-

sor
pz : Normal force
Bop : Relative approach of two spheres
r : Ratio of the shear modulus (/1,1 fJ.o)
Urj UBj Uzj : Displacement components
f rrj fBBj fZzj fZBj fz'Oj : Stress components
/lj : Shear modulus
lJj : Poisson's ratio
pj : Hydro-static pressure

(j=O :. The substrate
j=1 ; The layer)

fo (~r) : Bessel function
f-Ii2(~r)

sh(~r) =Sinh(~r)

ch(~r) =Cosh(~r)

1. INTRODUCTION

For many tribological applications the production of better
wear resistant materials requires hardening of surfaces.
However, when a hardened surface do not have the desired
properties, coated materials may be preferable. Some rele
vant examples of coated products are cemented carbide
cutting tips (TiN, TiC), ball bearings, gears, high speed
drills, milling cutters and many machine elements.

The state of stress that arises when two deformable bodies
are pressed toget.her by forces normal to the common tangent
plane at the point of initial contact is of great technological
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interest and has a long history. In 1882, Hertz (Hertz, 1882)
analyzed the problem of normal frictionless contact for
isotropic, smooth homogeneous materials. Later, Mindlin
(Mindlin, 1949) treated same case for rough bodies undergo
ing normal and tangential loading. Lysmer and Duncan
(Lysmer and Duncan, 1972) published an extensive survey of
the literature most of which deals with a uniform normal
traction distributed over a circular surface region. In 1975,
Goodman and Keer(Goodman and Keer, 1975) studied the
case in which the deformation takes place in identical elastic
surface layers of arbitary thickness bonded to a rigid sphere.

In this present analysis, their reasoning is extended to the
case of an elastic layer with perfect adhesion to an elastically
dissimilar substrate. By following a linear theory of elastic
ity, Fredholm integral equation is developed and it is solved
numerically. Generally, material yielding is governed by the
Von Mises yield criterion. In this analysis, the second invar
iant of the deviatoric stress tensor, [J;, are calculated for
various layer substrate combinations for the layer thickness
O.25<Hla<5.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND DERIVATIONS

Two elastic spheres with elastically dissimilar surface
layers are subjected to a normal force, Pz, and produces a
resultant contact radius, a. It is assumed that the layers are
perfectly bonded to the substrat.e. The geometry and the
coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1 where the subscripts 1
and 0 represent the layer and substrate, respectively. The
state of stresses and displacements in each of the layers and
the substrates due to the normal loading are governed by a
following linear theory of elasticity (Sneddon, 1951) as:
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[CDDV]' =E(~){M}-l[shp chp shp chp]' (6abcd)

Here, p = ~H and r = fill flo.

In order to satisfy Eq. (3b) and Eq. (3c), the following dual
integral equations are developed;

where,

and

coefficients, A(~), B(~), C(~), D(~), U(~) and V(~) in Eq.
(2) can be calculated in terms of d~) as following:

-j2ar-
-x

To solve Eq. (7a) and Eq. (7b), a technique due to Copson
(Copson, 1961) is followed. When d~) is expressed as

1
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E(~)Jo(~r)d~-l°OE(~) L(P,v"vo)Jo(~r)d~

=~w(r) O<r<a (7a)
I-VI

1°Od~)Jo(~r)~d~=0 a<r<= (7b)

(8)

(7c)L(P,v"vo) =1 + C(~)

with
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(a=O, 1)

Pz
Fig. 1 Geometry of the problem

The harmonic functions Fa(r, e,z) and Ga(r, e, z) can be
taken as

then,

Now, Eq. (3c) is satisfied automatically, and for the pressure
vanishing at the edge of the contact region r=a,

F l (r,z) = 1°O[A (~)sh(~z)+ B(~)ch(~z)] ~-IJo(~r) d~

(2a)

Gl (r,z) = 1°O[C(~)Ch(~z) +D(~)sh(~z) JJo(~r) d~

(2b)

Fo(r,z) = 1
00 uw [sh(~z) -ch(~z) U-IJo(~r) d~ (2c)

Go(r,z) = 1
00

VW [sh(~z) -ch(~z)JJo(~r) d~ (2d)

O<r<a

a<r<=

(9a)

(9b)

(10)

The boundary conditions for the problem are as follows:
Following Goodman and Keer (Goodman and Keer, 1975), the
governing equation for cPo can be derived from Eq. (7a) as

fZrl =0 z=o 0<1'<= (3a)
uZI=w(r) z=o O<r<a (3b)
fZZI=O z=o a<r<= (3c)
Url= Ura UZl = Uzo z=H 0<1'<= (4ab)
rut = Tzzo fZr l=fzr9 z=H 0<1'<= (4cd) (ll)

Once an arbitary coefficient d~) is introduced such that The resultant normal force, Pz , is
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It is assumed that the contact radius, a, is small compared
with the radius of the spheres, R. According to Hertz theory,
when the bodies are compressed by normal forces, the normal
displacement at the boundary of the contact becomes

1
2n

l
a

Pz = 0 0 -fzz l(r,B,O)rdrdB

( )
li'la

=4 ~ - 0 rPo(t)dt

0< r<a

(12)
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Fig. 2 Relative approach as functions of layer thickness fo
various layer-substrate combinations

where, 8ap is the relative approach of two spheres. Using the
following nondimensional definitions

a2

s=lJa, t=fa, 13=~H, 8ap =C7?

rPo(s) = ~ (1 !:1y,-f<1>o(lJ) (14)
0.5 ...
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Peak Surface pressure as function of layer thickness for
various layer-substrate combinations
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(15)

The stress function <1>0 and the relative approach C can be
determined simultaneously by means of solution of symmet·
ric Fredholm integral equation in Eq. (15) and an auxiliary
condition, Eq. (10). From Eq. (10) and Eq. (15), the contact

radius, a, is determined: al R == C2[1 :,1o'LPz/Jra2} From Eq.

(9a), the maximum normal pressure in the contact region
can be calculated: fZZl(max) = - C3[PZ/Jra2J. For a limiting
case of an infinitely thick layer(H1a=oo), the Hertz result is
obtained: C = 1 .0, C2 = 3/8Jr, and C3 = 1. 5. The numerical
values of C" C2 and C3 are given in Fig 2, Fig. 3, and Fig 4 for
various layer substrate combinations for the layer thickness
ranging 0.2 < HI a< 5. The stress components in the layer and
the substrate are evaluated as follows:

Eq. (ll) reduces to

frri(p,zl H) =PzI Jra2 1°O Q i (p,zl HlJo(13 'fJp )dl3 (16a)

frzi (p,zl H) = PzI Jra21°O lJfi(p,zlHl Jl(13-TtP )dl3 (16b)

f88i (p,zlH) = PzI Jra21°O[ T)i (p,zlH) ( ~ )Jl

(13 'fJp)~,BJo(13 HP)+li(P,zIHlI3Jo(13 'fJp)Jdl3 (16c)

fZZi(P,zl H) =PzIJra21°O I,(p,zl H)Jo(13-TtP )dl3 (16d)

{
i = 1 : for the layer (zl H <1)
i=O: for the substrate (zlH >1)

Here, Q i, lJfi,T)i and Ii are defined in the Appendix. The
second invarient of the deviatoric stress tensor, h is defined
as

(17)

where,

Here, So is the deviatoric stress and Po is the hydro-static
Pressure.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Computations have been carried out for several layer sub
strate combinations. The thinnest layer had a thickness of
one-fifth of the radius of the contact region. The material
properties(shear modulus, poisson's ratio) considered in this
study are shown in Table 1. The case of tungsten coated to
the steel represents the hard coating while the case of the
aluminium coated to the steel represents the soft coating. The
peak surface stress distributions for various layer-substrate
combinations are shown in Fig. 5. The surface stress at the
center of the contact for the case of soft coating is more
concentrated than the case of hard coating when the layer is
thin (HI a=O. 5). However, both cases produces almost iden
tical surface stress concentrations when the layer gets rela
tively thick (HI a=2. 0). The contour for the second invar-
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iant of the deviatoric stress tensor normalized with respect to
the average contact pressure, IT,/ P./ lW' are given in Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For the case of homogeneous medium (fig. 6)
the maximum IT,/ P./ 7W' of 0.528 occurs at z/ a::::: 0.45.
Fig. 7 is for the case of tungsten coated to steel and Fig. 8 is
for the case of aluminum coated to steel. The layer thickness

Materials

steel
aluminium
tungsten

Table 1 Material properties

Shear Modulus Posson's Ratio
t,(GPa) lJ

80 0.28
27 0.33

160 0.30

Radius r/a
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Fig. 5 Surface pressure distributions for various layer-substrate
combinations
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Fig. 6 Contour plots for the second invariant of the deviatorie
stress tensor, IT,/P./ lra' (layer: steel; substrate: steel)

Fig. 7 Contour plots for the second invariant of the deviatoric
stress tensor, IT,;Pz/ lra' (layer: tungsten; substrate:
steel)
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4. CONCLUSION

A contact problem is formulated and solved numerically
when an elastic layer, which is bonded to a sphere, is subject
ed to a normal loading. The contact stress at the layer
surface as well as the Mises stress in the layer and the sphere
are calculated for various layer-substrate combinations. The
Mises stresses evaluated will give the assessment to pinpoint
the most vulnerable area when a coated material is subjected
to a compressive loading.
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H / a is varied from 0,25 to 1.0 for both cases. At the layer
substrate interface, there are considerable jumps for the
values of IT,/P./ Jra' because of material inhomogeneity. The
location where the maximum IT,/ P.I Jra' takes place moves
from the layer to the substrate as the layer thickness(H/ a)
decreases.
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Fig. 8 Contour plots for the second invariant of the deviatoric
stress tensor, 11,1P.I Jra' (layer: amuminum; substrate:
steel)
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APPENDIX

Q i, lJfi , Tji and Ii in Eq. (6) are defined in the forms,

Q I (j3,z/ H) =
{Ao(j3) +wDo(j3)}sh(w) + {Bo(j3) +wCo(j3) }ch(w)
Qo(j3,z/H) =

-{Mo(j3) +wNo(j3) }e- W

IJfI (j3,z/ H) =

- rwDoun ch (w) +{wCo(j:i') - Eo(j3) +Do(j3) }sh (w) J13
1Jf0 (,8,z/ H) =

- [Uo<i:i') + (I- 2lJo) Vo(j3) + w Va (j3) J j3e'w
Tjl (j3,z/ H) =
,- 2lJI [Co(j3) sh (j3) +Do ee) ch (j3) J13
Tjo (j3,z/ H) =
-- 2lJoNo(j3) j3e'w
II (j3,z/ H) =
- [wDo(j3)sh(w) + {wCo(j3) ~Eo(j3) +Do(j3) }ch(w) JI3
10(I3,z/H) =
-- [Uo (j3) +2(I-lJo) Vo(j3) + wVa (j3) Jl3e'w

where, w= I3z/ H.


